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Comparing lengths worksheet year 2

Compare and message length, select and use the appropriate unit to measure the length. 3 pages Compare and message mass /weight. Select the appropriate unit to measure. Compare and order capacity/volume. Select the appropriate unit to measure. Temperature reading uses a thermometer to the nearest suitable unit. Measure
using units of mass, capacity and length. In this lesson, you will learn to compare the length measured in centimeters and meters. This lesson includes: two videothree activities Made in partnership with PearsonIn this lesson we will think carefully about comparing lengths. You will also learn to compare lengths written as numbers. We'll
use a grid of place values and number lines to help with our thinking. To get started with let's watch this video. We'll think about two pieces of string. How can we compare lengths if one piece of string is not straight? In this video we will compare the lengths that have been written as numbers. We will use &lt; (less than) and &gt; (greater
than) to describe our findings. Compare long worksheets This activity helps you practice comparing lengths. Question 2:What would happen if one bone was measured in meters and the other in centimeters? How do you compare then? If you don't have a ruler or tape measure at home, you can skip the 3.Compare long worksheets 2
These questions help you build confidence when comparing lengths. In question 2, you are asked to find a solution to the word problem. Think about what you are asked to compare and use line numbers to help your thinking! Finished? Check here for catsPlay's answer sheet math measurement level karate cat - can you put together a
cool new costume for your cat? Look at the other resources. Step 3: Compare Year 2 Length Resources Compare Year 2 Resource Packages including varied teaching and fluency PowerPoint and different reasoning and troubleshooting resources for Spring Block 5. (1 Votes, average: 5.00 out of 5) You must be a registered member to
rate this. Loading... Not a member? Sign up here. What is included in the package? This plan includes: Compare Year 2 Length of Teaching PowerPoint. Compare Year Length 2 Varied Fluency with answers. Compare Year 2 Duration of Reasoning and Troubleshooting with answers. National Mathematics Curriculum Objectives Year 2:
(2M1) Compare and compare order length, mass, volume/capacity and record the results using &gt;, &lt; and = Mathematics Year 2: (2M2) Select and use the appropriate standard unit to estimate and measure length/height in all directions (m/cm); mass (kg/g); temperature (°C); capacity (liter/ml) to the unit using rulers, scales,
thermometers, and measuring vessel differentiation: Varied Fluency Developing Questions to support a ratio of 2 lengths; use the same size (cm to cm or m to m) and numbers only. Expected questions to support comparing 3 lengths; using mixed sizes (cm and m), numbers and words. Greater Depth Questions to support supported 3
lengths; using mixed sizes (m and cm and &gt;100cm), numbers and words. Reasoning and Troubleshooting Questions 1, 4 and 7 (Troubleshooting) Develop Select correct measurements when comparing two lengths, using the same steps (cm to cm or m to m) and numbers only. Expected Select the correct measurement when
comparing three lengths, using mixed measures (cm and m), numbers and words. Greater Depth Select the correct measurement when comparing three lengths, using mixed sizes (m and cm and &gt;100cm), numbers and words. Questions 2, 5 and 8 (Troubleshooting) Develop a Create a statement using the symbol inequality to
compare two lengths, using the same size (cm to cm or m to m) and numbers only. Hopefully Make a statement using the symbol of inequality to compare the two lengths, using a mixed size (cm and m), numbers and words. Greater Depth Make a statement using the symbol of inequality to compare three lengths, using mixed sizes (m
and cm and &gt;100cm), numbers and words. Questions 3, 6 and 9 (Reasoning) Develop Explaining whether a statement comparing two lengths is true or false, using the same steps (cm to cm or m to m), numbers only. Hopefully Explain whether the statement comparing the two lengths is true or false, using mixed actions (cm and m),
numbers and words. Greater Depth Explains whether statements comparing three lengths are true or false as part of a two-step problem, using mixed actions (m and cm and &gt;100cm), numbers and words. These resources are available for download with a Premium subscription. Subscribe.
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